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We report on the improved performance of InP / InGaAsP quantum-well waveguide solar cells via
light scattering from deposited dielectric or metal nanoparticles. The integration of metal or
dielectric nanoparticles above the quantum-well solar cell device is shown to couple normally
incident light into lateral optical propagation paths, with optical confinement provided by the
refractive index contrast between the quantum-well layers and surrounding material. With minimal
optimization, short-circuit current density increases of 12.9% and 7.3% and power conversion
efficiency increases of 17% and 1% are observed for silica and Au nanoparticles, respectively.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2973988兴
There is currently intense interest in the application of
semiconductor nanostructures, including quantum-well
structures,1 nanowires,2 and quantum dots3 in photovoltaic
devices capable of operation at power conversion efficiencies
that exceed the theoretical single-junction limit of 31%.4 In
quantum-well solar cells, for which maximum predicted theoretical power conversion efficiencies range from 44.5%
共Ref. 1兲 to over 63%,5 the tradeoff between incorporation of
a sufficient number of quantum wells to ensure high photon
absorption efficiency and increased short-circuit current density 共Jsc兲 and the resulting reduction in open-circuit voltage
共Voc兲 due to less-than-unity efficiency collection of photogenerated carriers is especially problematic.6 Despite this difficulty, the resulting maximum power delivered for a
quantum-well solar cell device can exceed that of a corresponding homojunction device by extending the absorption
spectrum to longer wavelengths.6,7 We show here that normally incident light can be coupled into lateral optical propagation paths within the quantum-well solar cell device via
scattering from metal or dielectric nanoparticles, with optical
confinement provided by the refractive index contrast between the quantum-well layers and surrounding material.
Substantially improved current generation and collection
over a broad range of wavelengths of incident light is observed, particularly at long wavelengths.
Nominally
lattice-matched
InP / In1−xGaxAsyP1−y
multiple-quantum-well p-i-n solar cell structures, shown
schematically in Fig. 1共a兲, were employed in our studies. The
n-type electrode of all p-i-n diode structures consisted of a S
doped InP substrate 共S concentration ⬃5 ⫻ 1018 cm−3兲, while
the intrinsic region consisted of 10 nm In0.91Ga0.09As0.2P0.8
barriers alternating with 10 nm In0.81Ga0.19As0.4P0.6 quantum
wells for ten periods with an additional 50 nm 共device set A兲
or 25 nm 共device set B兲 In0.91Ga0.09As0.2P0.8 barrier above
the top quantum-well layer. The p-type electrode consisted of
a heavily Zn doped 共Zn concentration ⬃3 ⫻ 1018 cm−3兲
50 nm p-type InP layer 共set A兲 or 25 nm p-type InP plus
10 nm p-type In0.47Ga0.53As 共set B兲. Large-area 共typically
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1 cm2兲 n-type Ohmic contacts were formed using 40 nm
Ti/ 200 nm Au metallization deposited by electron-beam
evaporation. 2 mm2 active device window regions were defined by conventional photolithography, and p-type contacts
were then formed using 20 nm Ti/ 20 nm Pd/ 200 nm Au
metallization deposited by electron-beam evaporation and a
standard lift-off process. The top In0.47Ga0.53As contact layer
共device set B only兲 was then removed from the window region by a selective wet etch 共1:10:220 H2SO4 : H2O2 : H2O
for 15 s兲, and an ⬃15 nm SiO2 surface passivation layer was
sputter deposited over the active window area of all devices.

FIG. 1. 共a兲 Schematic of InP-based quantum-well solar cells with nanoparticles on the device surface. Superimposed is the refractive index profile of
the quantum-well solar cell. 共b兲 Scanning electron microscope images of
100-nm-diameter Au nanoparticles 共left兲 and 150-nm-diameter SiO2 nanoparticles 共right兲 deposited on quantum-well solar cell device surfaces 共device set B兲.
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To optimize collection of photogenerated carriers from
the quantum wells and to minimize the reduction in Voc, a
sufficiently large electric field across the intrinsic region—on
the order of 30 kV/ cm or more8—is typically required, and
the barriers over which the carriers must be thermally or
optically excited generally must be 200– 450 meV or less.8,9
The former condition requires that the intrinsic region in the
p-i-n diode be sufficiently thin, while the latter is satisfied by
an appropriate choice of quantum-well and barrier materials.
For the device structure shown in Fig. 1共a兲, with an intrinsic
layer thickness of 250 nm, the quantum-well electric field is
estimated to be 48 kV/ cm in equilibrium and 32 kV/ cm at a
maximum power operating voltage of ⬃0.4 V.
Incorporation of the multiple-quantum-well region, in
addition to enabling photon absorption at longer wavelengths, also increases the refractive index within the intrinsic region relative to the surrounding electrode layers,10 as
shown in Fig. 1共a兲, producing a slab waveguide structure.
Indeed, waveguide mode coupling by light scattered from
metallic nanoparticles has previously been demonstrated using metal nanoparticles on silicon-on-insulator 共SOI兲
photodetectors.11,12 Here, we achieve this scattering effect by
deposition of metal or dielectric nanoparticles atop the semiconductor device, as shown in Figs. 1共a兲 and 1共b兲. Scattering
of incident light by the nanoparticles enables both improved
transmission of photons into the semiconductor active layers
and coupling of normally incident photons into lateral optically confined paths within the multiple-quantum-well waveguide layer, resulting in increased photon absorption, photocurrent generation, and power conversion efficiency.
Figure 2共a兲 shows the spectral photocurrent response
for
an
InP
homojunction
control
device,
a
p-InP / i-In0.91Ga0.09As0.2P0.8 / n-InP barrier-only control device, and a p-i-n quantum-well solar cell device from device
set B. The epitaxial layer structures for the control and
quantum-well devices were grown in immediate succession
under identical reactor conditions with identical i-layer thicknesses of 225 nm. The photocurrent response for the InP
control sample extends only to the InP absorption edge at
960 nm 共as determined by room temperature photoluminescence measurements兲, while for the barrier-only control and
quantum-well devices the photocurrent responses extend to
the absorption edges of In0.91Ga0.09As0.2P0.8 共1040 nm兲 and
In0.81Ga0.19As0.4P0.6 共1160 nm兲, respectively. Figure 2共b兲
shows the maximum power curves for InP homojunction,
p-InP / i-In0.91Ga0.09As0.2P0.8 / n-InP barrier only, and p-i-n
quantum-well solar cell devices from device set A, grown in
the same sequential manner as device set B, with i-layer
thicknesses of 250 nm. Despite the drop in Voc from
0.63 to 0.64 V for the homojunction and barrier-only devices to 0.53 V for the quantum-well devices, the quantumwell devices exhibit an increase in maximum power output
of 7.4% and 4.6% relative to the homojunction and barrieronly devices, respectively.
To illustrate the effectiveness of nanoparticle scattering
in improving photocurrent response and power conversion
efficiency, we show in Fig. 3 photocurrent response spectra
for quantum-well solar cells from device set B with either
100 nm diameter Au or 150 nm diameter SiO2 nanoparticles
deposited on the surface, plotted as ratios relative to the
spectrum for the same device without nanoparticles. Surface
particle densities of ⬃2.7⫻ 109 and ⬃2.1⫻ 109 cm−2 were
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FIG. 2. 共a兲 Photocurrent response spectra for device set B: InP p-i-n control
device 共dashed line兲, barrier-material p-i-n control device 共dotted line兲, and
p-i-n quantum-well solar cell device 共solid line兲. Absorption edges of InP,
In0.91Ga0.09As0.2P0.8, and In0.81Ga0.19As0.4P0.6 are indicated. 共b兲 Power output
curves for device set A: InP p-i-n control device 共dashed line兲, barrier-only
p-i-n control device 共dotted line兲, and p-i-n quantum-well solar cell device
共solid line兲.

employed for Au and SiO2 nanoparticles, respectively. The
nanoparticle deposition procedure and photocurrent measurement apparatus are described in detail elsewhere.13,14 Scattering of incident light by Au nanoparticles yields a reduction
in photocurrent response at wavelengths of ⬃570 nm and
below associated with a phase shift in the scattered wave
near the nanoparticle plasmon resonance that results in partial destructive interference between the scattered and the
directly transmitted waves.13 A broad increase from
⬃570 to ⬎ 900 nm arises from strong forward scattering of

FIG. 3. Photocurrent response spectra of p-i-n quantum-well solar cells
from device set B with either 100-nm-diameter Au nanoparticles 共dashed
line兲 or 150 nm diameter SiO2 nanoparticles 共solid line兲 deposited on the
surface, plotted as ratios relative to the spectrum for the same devices without nanoparticles.
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FIG. 4. J-V and output power curves measured for quantum-well solar cell
devices 共device set B兲 without SiO2 nanoparticles 共dashed lines兲 and for the
same devices after deposition of 150-nm-diameter SiO2 nanoparticles 共solid
lines兲.

light by the nanoparticles. For the SiO2 nanoparticles, no
surface plasmon polariton resonance is present, and we observe increased transmission and photocurrent response over
the entire 400– 1200 nm range of wavelengths.15
For devices functionalized with Au nanoparticles we
also observe a pronounced increase in photocurrent response
between 960 nm and cutoff at ⬃1200 nm. We attribute this
behavior to the scattering of incident radiation into optical
propagation modes associated with the slab waveguide
formed by the multiple-quantum-well region and surrounding layers. A standard calculation16 shows that this waveguide supports two confined modes at wavelengths of
960– 1200 nm. Furthermore, with increasing wavelength the
optical waveguide structure becomes better defined due to
the wavelength dependence of the semiconductor refractive
indices, resulting in increased coupling efficiency into the
guided modes.12 The improved photocurrent response in this
wavelength range then arises because coupling of incident
light into the guided and substrate radiation modes leads to a
dramatic increase in photon path lengths within the multiplequantum-well region associated with lateral rather than vertical photon propagation, and consequently greater efficiency
in photon absorption.
Previously, our group and others have reported increased
Jsc and power conversion efficiency due to optical scattering
from metal nanoparticles deposited on a-Si solar cells14 and
Si solar cells.13,17,18 The enhanced photocurrent response in
nanoparticle-functionalized quantum-well solar cells observed here also leads to improved Jsc and power conversion
efficiency under illumination provided by a Newport 96000
150 W solar simulator with a xenon arc lamp under normal
illumination incidence. Figure 4 shows current densityvoltage characteristics and the corresponding power output
for a quantum-well solar cell from device set B before and
after deposition of SiO2 nanoparticles on the device surface.
For a SiO2 nanoparticle surface density of ⬃2.1⫻ 109 cm−2,
a 12.9% increase in Jsc, an increase in the fill factor from
58% to 59%, and a 17.0% increase in maximum power conversion efficiency were observed. For a Au nanoparticle surface density of ⬃2.7⫻ 109 cm−2, a 7.3% increase in Jsc and
an increase of 1% in maximum power conversion efficiency.

Substantially larger improvements in coupling efficiency
and photocurrent enhancement are anticipated for device
structures that bound the quantum-well region with a lower
refractive index substrate. A model developed by Soller and
Hall19 shows that when a horizontal electric dipole is located
above a SOI substrate, an excess of 80% of the light emitted
by the dipole is coupled into the supported waveguide modes
of the high refractive index guiding Si layer.20 The ratio of
the power emitted from the dipole into fully guided modes to
the total radiated power of the dipole for our structure over
wavelengths ⬃600– 1200 nm occurs with a maximum efficiency ⬍10% 共although the emission into guided and leaky
modes is in the range of 80–90%兲. This low coupling efficiency is due to the small refractive index contrast inherent
to our structure and could be improved in a structure with
greater index contrast.
In summary, we have shown that the performance of
quantum-well solar cells can be substantially improved by
integration of dielectric or metal nanoparticles with the semiconductor device to couple normally incident light into lateral propagation paths confined within the slab waveguide
formed by the multiple-quantum-well intrinsic layer. This approach enables the conflict normally inherent in achieving
both efficient photon absorption 共mandating a thick multiplequantum-well layer兲 and efficient collection of photogenerated carriers 共typically requiring a thin multiple-quantumwell layer兲 to be circumvented and could help enable
realization of the very high maximum power conversion efficiencies predicted for quantum-well solar cells.
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